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1. LS PAN mountains. 

2. LS Snov/ cr/.pod noun tain side. 

3. LS Mountain goats. 

4. LS Slci cabins. Mountains in BG. 

5. LIS Group of wardens. 

6. MCS Instructor talking. 

7. LIS Instructor demonstrates cross country skiing toclmiquo. 

8. LIS Others follow. / " 

9. MS Two men attempting to cl-mb small lull on slcifl. «»•""* 

10. LIS Man attaches stripping to bottom of skis. 

11. LIS " '= " 11 " " " 
r 

12. IIS Man climbs snail hill with ease. 

13. MS Two men moving towards camera. Skier passes man on snov/ shoes. 

14. LS Snov; covered hills. Group of wardens moving in distance, 

15. OS Two men pass. 

16. LB Group moving along ridge in single file. 

17. LS Mountain goats running away, —" 

18. LS Group on top of high peak. 

19. LS harden sawing edge of cornice, 

20. LS Two wardens hold by ropes jumping on weakened edge; arc pulled back 
just as it gives wa;. —— 

21. OS Snow hustling down mountain side. — 

22. LS Mountain side, 

23. LS Two skiers coming down mountain side. 

24. MS Skier waves. 

25. LIS Second skier joins friend. 

26. LIS Skiers read sign "Avalanche Y>.rning". 

27. LS Skiers skimming down mountain side. — 

28. LIS' Avalanche. —' 

29. LS Wardens travelling over enow in single file. 

30. MS 11 climbing up mountain side. 

31. LAS Two wardens, 

32. LS PAN down mountainside to wardens in distance. 

33. MS T.'ardons prod snow v.dth poles trying to locate buried skiers. 

34. CMS Man pushing polo into snowdrift. 
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36. MS hardens in lino, all usin: polos. 

37. TICS Man shovelling snow away from buried skier. —— 



IS Casualty in lifted onto blanket. 

I.iCS Stretcher being nir.de with skis. 
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•S Snow is ronoved from slciors face. 

HCS Strotchor is completed. 

IS Artificial respiration being administered to casualty. 

LS Bird alights on mountain side. 

IIS Casualty is v.rapped in blanket and strapped on stretcher 

IS Rescue wardens novo av:ay pulling stretcher. 

LICS " " " " " " 

LS Group moving slowly down hill, 
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LIS Casualty is transferred to sled, 

LIS hardens ski down hill, guiding sled with ropes. 
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LS Snowmobile approaches. 

LS Wardens draw sled up to snowmobile. 

LS Casualty is lifted into snowmobile, 

LS Other members of rescue team ski down mountain. 

MLS Hardens remove skis, get into snowmobile. 

MLS Snowmobile drives away. 
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LS Snowmobile driving down mountain side. 

LS II arrives at hospital. 
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